ECHN Executive 
Reaches $100,000 
in Cumulative Giving
One day, the Vice President of Development at
the ECHN Community Healthcare Foundation
called ECHN Executive Vice President and 
Treasurer Kevin Murphy and said he wasn’t 
going to believe what she was about to tell
him. She was right. Kevin was surprised to
hear he had become the first ECHN employee
to reach the $100,000 Cumulative Lifetime
Giving Society.
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A

t an early age giving back was bred into Kevin.
He credits his mother and father with teaching
him to be community-minded. His parents
performed volunteer work, donated to the church
and frequently expressed gratitude for what they had
through word and deed. Kevin feels the same today. 
“I am very grateful, and I am very fortunate to be where
I am today. Yes, there’s a lot of hard work involved,
but there’s some luck or good fortune involved, too.”  

It took Kevin about 10 years to reach the $100,000
giving mark. And he doesn’t plan to stop. “I know
ECHN has tremendous needs, like all non-profits,” he
says. “With the state and the federal governments
cutting back, we especially need funding in areas 
like behavioral health, nursing homes and through
memberships such as Chairman’s Council, which
support both Manchester Memorial and Rockville
General Hospitals. And the need will only continue 
to increase.”
People are the real reason Kevin gives. “This organization
is a living community. People have lived here and
worked here for much longer than I have, more than 
I ever will. This place and the people who live here are
very important to me.”
Kevin is responsible for ECHN’s network development—
integrating ECHN’s many joint ventures and affiliates.
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He describes ECHN as no longer a hospital system but
a healthcare system. The operations Kevin oversees
employ 1,500 people and produce $120 million in annual
revenues, while providing necessary healthcare services
for the community.
The job requires working closely with community board
members, physicians, the ECHN senior team, local providers 
and others. It’s not a 9 am-5 pm proposition. Kevin and
his wife of 27 years, Ann, spend an average of three nights
a week out at board meetings and community events.
A member of two ECHN Foundation committees, Ann
complements Kevin as an ECHN representative as she is
also dedicated to service.
Kevin says the level of financial giving among ECHN
staff, executives, volunteers and others is high. He’s
particularly impressed with the generosity of physician
groups and local companies such as Eastern Connecticut
Pathology Consultants and Rockville Bank, which Kevin
and Ann now join in the $100,000 club.
But the philanthropic need never goes away. Financial
giving continues to be an essential contributor to the
healthcare system in Eastern Connecticut. As Kevin says,
“With all of the pressures of reduced reimbursements
and the need to provide critical care delivery to this 
community, it’s more important now than ever before
to give to your local health system.”

